
CRAFTING STRATEGY MINTZBERG SUMMARY

Summary 1 Henry Mintzberg skillfully and competently equates the process of strategy making to the process of making
pottery. The strategist is similar to a.

Most of the time they pursue a given strategic orientation. The company has changed strategic course. This
consensus strategy arose spontaneously, as a result of many independent decisions made by the filmmakers
about the films they wished to make. Craftsmen have to train themselves to see, to pick up things other people
miss. The conventional view of strategic management, especially in the planning literature, claims that change
must be continuous: the organization should be adapting all the time. The strategist is similar to a craftsman,
or potter in this case. Process strategy is where management is in charge of strategy formation, but leaves the
actual content of it to other people. Action has driven thinking: a strategy has emerged. Other filmmakers
caught onto the idea, and eventually the NFB found itself pursuing a feature-film strategyâ€”a pattern of
producing such films. To distribute his film, the NFB turned to theaters and so inadvertently gained experience
in marketing feature-length films. Eventually the creativity disappears from their work and the world passes
them byâ€”much as it did Volkswagenwerk until the company was shocked into its strategic revolution.
Reality falls between the two. This is not to say that planners have no role to play in strategy formation. In the
same way, strategies can emerge any time and at any place; errros themselves may become chances for
opportunity. Mintzberg made 3 very valuable points, Managers and craftsman go through some similar
processes to get to their final product. Apart from that, each time firm tries a new strategy, it costs an
enormous amount of resources such as labours or machines use, which is a waste of capital. His work is placed
in a field of strategic management, that contains various subjects and topics. It also considers the interlinked
relationship of past, present and future in order to think in time and utilise newly emerging chances. In
practice, of course, all strategy making walks on two feet, one deliberate, the other emergent. She has an
intimate knowledge of her work, her capabilities, and her markets. If anything can be said on Crafting Strategy
, it is that its arguments are always nuanced. Might these be just vain hopes or rationalizations or ploys to fool
the competition? Like the potter, they sit between a past of corporate capabilities and a future of market
opportunities. A fundamental dilemma of strategy making is the need to reconcile the forces for stability and
for changeâ€”to focus efforts and gain operating efficiencies on the one hand, yet adapt and maintain currency
with a changing external environment on the other. Detect Discontinuity Environments do not change on any
regular or orderly basis. Organizations that craft their strategies have similar experiences. That is the key to
craft, and so also to the crafting of strategy. When managers usually approach strategy they form a plan, but
Mintzbergh proposed that strategy can also emerge without a plan. In a sense, these are organizations peopled
with craftsmen, all of whom must be strategists. Like distinguished craftsmen, organizations become
distinguished because they master the details. First, they need to realize discontinuity. It is key that a manager
knows when to promote change. This practice is valuable at both beginning of strategy development and
strategy review processes. Strategies that emerge? Mintzberg and colleagues with their ten schools and five
definitions of strategy. No organizationâ€”not even the ones commanded by those ancient Greek
generalsâ€”knows enough to work everything out in advance, to ignore learning en route. Such discontinuities
are unexpected and irregular, essentially unprecedented. Effective strategies can show up in the strangest
places and develop through the most unexpected means. Maybe no one else notices or cares. They take root in
all kinds of places, wherever people have the capacity to learn because they are in touch with the situation and
the resources to support that capacity. When compared to the planning process of strategy making, I am much
more inclined to agree with Mintzberg and the image he creates. Some strategies may approach either end, but
many more fall at intermediate points.


